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• Introduction to ProQuest Databases:

• ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global

• Business Premium Collection

•ProQuest Platform Advanced Features and Functionalities
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ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global

The world’s most reliable tool for the discovery and dissemination of graduate works



At the end of the session, you will be able to:

• Understand the content coverage of PQDT global

• Empower your users with the best practices for searching information

• Apply best search practices for locating content in PQDT

• Identify useful reference reviews 
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The Value of 

Dissertations & Theses



ProQuest believes in the importance of the dissertation as 
a form of scholarly communication



Dissertations & Theses in Research and Teaching

“There are many types of scholarly content that don’t go through the peer review process, providing 

researchers with insight into emerging trends (and emerging voices). Popular content types include 

Dissertations and Theses (used by 73%), working papers (70%) and conference proceedings (69%).”

Research and Teaching Rely on Content Diversity
Whitepaper and survey. ProQuest, 2017

86% of faculty 

recommend dissertations 

for research

http://www.proquest.com/blog/pqblog/2017/Dissertations-Empowering-Researchers-with-Cutting-edge-Ideas-Insight.html
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ProQuest Dissertations 

& Theses Global



5 Million Searchable A&I Works from 1637-Present

• More than 2.5 million full-text PDF works from 1743-present

• More than 200,000 works added each year

• The official off-site repository for dissertations for the U.S. 

Library of Congress 

• Most top-ranked research universities – as defined by the 

Carnegie Foundation – publish with ProQuest

• Includes works by authors from more than 3,100 graduate 

schools and universities from more than 100 countries

• Accessible by 4 million researchers from 3,000 subscribing 

institutions around the world



ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Across Disciplines

Multi-disciplinary resource providing material to support all departments and disciplines



Why Use Dissertations for Research?

Dissertation in PQDT Global

Dissertations are scholarly, reviewed work resulting from comprehensive and 

original research. 

They test and present new 

trends and ideas

They provide more coverage 

than journal articles — 225 page 

vs 10-12 pages for journal 

articles

They often provide the only 

research and literature on 

uncommon topics

Dissertations include up-to-date 

literature reviews with 

extensive bibliographies

They feature more extensive 

research data

They give examples of expected 

writing style and format

They uncover 

recommendations for future 

research
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Dissertations & Theses in the Sciences

Sample data from dissertations in PQDT Global

Results of lab 

experiments, field work, 

surveys and statistics in 

the form of datasets, 

graphs, tables and figures

Add context to journal 

articles with hard-to-find 

data, including negative 

results



Dissertations & Theses in Humanities

Sample content from Humanities dissertations in PQDT 
Global

Critical support for arts, 

humanities, and social sciences 

with access to significant primary 

research and seminal ideas from 

notable scholars

New dimension to literature 

reviews: deep coverage, extensive 

bibliographies, and ideas that 

otherwise may be missed

Expose research through audio, 

video, data, survey instruments, 

and other types of digital files

included in thousands of works



Business Premium Collection



At the end of the session, you will be able to:

• Identify the strengths of Business Premium Collection

• Recognize the importance of multidisciplinary resources in your library

• Use ProQuest platform to locate diverse content types of use in research 

and in teaching
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Business Premium Collection



Why Business Premium Collection?

The Business Premium Collection contains more of the information needed by 

business students, faculty and researchers than any other resource, such as:

• Scholarly Journals: Thousands of full text journals across all fields

• The latest thinking first: Dissertations, working papers, and conference papers 

providing the latest thinking often years before it is published in a journal

• Resources for teaching: Including case studies and business cases, market and 

industry reports, analyst reports and entrepreneurship tools and templates 

available with no restrictions

• The latest business news: Key providers such as WSJ, The Economist, FT, Barron’s, 

Cinqo Dias and more

• Comprehensive content: Adds speciality databases to the broad coverage of the 

ABI/INFORM Collection



Business Premium Collection

The Business Premium Collection adds specialists content to the broad coverage of 

ABI/INFORM Collection



Important Scholarly Publishers
Contains 2,600 full text scholarly journals from publishers such as:



Key Scholarly Titles
Including:



Essential Business Magazines and Newspapers



Quality, Varied Content to Meet User Needs 

550k 

Working 

Papers

65m 

Company 

Profiles

50k Case 

Studies

160k Analyst 

Reports

400 

Entrepreneurship 

Tools & 

Templates

400k 

Market &

Industry 

Reports

16,000 

Videos
53k 

Dissertations

2,600k 

Scholarly 

Journals

400 

Books



The Latest Thinking First: Dissertations

• In-depth, scholarly content
• Already validated by academic 

peers
• References useful to research
• Over 53k in full text



Teaching Resources: Market information
• 1000s of market reports
• Millions of company profiles
• Downloadable data

Resources for Teaching



Teaching Resources: Market information



Teaching Resources: Case Studies
• Thousands of business case studies
• Allows students to see theory in practice



J.P. Morgan Research

Equities and economics reports from an award winning research 

organization with 800 expert research analysts worldwide

Contains:

• Over 200k+ reports across 3k companies, 200 industries in 50 

countries, from 2011-current

• Daily loads of 50-200 reports with 7-day embargo

• Serves common assignments requiring company and industry 

information

• Consulting assignments

• Courses on performing analysis

• Student investment clubs or courses

• Detailed research into companies to prepare for job interviews
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Entrepreneurship Database
Adds almost 600 publications, plus how-to books, video, templates and forms, 
business plans, blogs & reports – not found in ABI/INFORM Complete 



Business Video Database

• 16,000 videos

• Topics include:

• Interviews and exposes from Bloomberg and 

MIT Sloan

• How to conduct business in global countries

• Advice on workplace issues such as change, 

bullying, and equal opportunity

• How-to’s on topics ranging from fashion 

retailing to conducting meetings



Accounting, Tax and Banking Collection

Adds 110 active full-text Accounting, Auditing, Governance, Tax, 
Banking, Risk & Financial Management titles NOT in ABI/INFORM 
Complete



Asian & European Business Collection
Adds 70 unique active Full Text publications on regional business and 
management topics



Business Market Research Collection
Round out your market research coverage with company, industry, and 
geopolitical macroeconomic market research from these sources:



Live Demo



Additional Resources

• ProQuest Dissertations and Theses LibGuide

• Business Premium Collection LibGuide

• ProQuest Platform Training Videos

• For support matters, contact support@proquest.com, or visit the 

ProQuest Support Center at https://support.proquest.com

http://proquest.libguides.com/pqdt
http://proquest.libguides.com/businesspremium
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-aFAdxOSTDdUyiF07Zu5t2XwpGjh-DID
mailto:support@proquest.com
https://support.proquest.com/
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Thank you!


